CHARACTERISTICS

ORIGIN: China  
GEOLOGY: Quartzite  
COLOR RANGE: Rust, Green, Brown, Copper, Gold  
FINISH: Split Face  
DIMENSIONS: Flat Panels – 6” x 24”  
           Corners – 6” x 18” x 6”  
           Thickness – ½” to ¾”  

COVERAGE: Flat Panels  
           6pcs/box, 210pcs/crate  
           Corners  
           4pcs/box, 80pcs/crate  

FORMATS: Thin Veneer

USES

Interior and exterior adhered veneer, including house fronts, commercial facades, foundations, columns, outdoor kitchens, backsplashes, shower walls, chimneys, fireplaces, and surrounds.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Amber Falls quartzite ledger panels colored in gray, copper and rust provide a delightful appearance to your hardscape design.

Mica is prevalent throughout the stone allowing it to glitter in the light.

The panels can be used in a variety of applications from indoor to outdoor. Accent a kitchen backsplash, fireplace, outdoor barbecue or planter wall with these amazing ledger panels.

Matching corners are available to finish off projects.

The information contained in this document is provided to explain the most commonly asked questions about stone and its uses. This document serves as a general guideline and the information provided within is not meant for exact structural specifications. Frederick Block, Brick & Stone has neither liability, nor can be held responsible, to any person or entity for any misunderstanding, misuses, or misapplication that would cause loss or damage of any kind, including loss of rights, materials, or personal injury, or alleged injury to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this document. Images serve only as a general representation of the material, and approval of the product should be based on the awareness of potential range of color and other characteristics.